Melting-casting is the first process in copper alloy strip production. The schedule scheme on this process affects the subsequent processes greatly. In this paper, we build the multiobjective model of melting-casting scheduling problem, which considers minimizing the makespan and total weighted earliness and tardiness penalties comprehensively. A novel algorithm, which we called Multiobjective Artificial Bee Colony/Decomposition (MOABC/D) algorithm, is proposed to solve this model. The algorithm combines the framework of Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithm/Decomposition (MOEA/D) and the neighborhood search strategy of Artificial Bee Colony algorithm. The results on instances show that the proposed MOABC/D algorithm outperforms the other two comparison algorithms both on the distributions of the Pareto front and the priority in the optimal selection results.
Introduction
Copper strip production belongs to nonferrous metals industry. And it is a kind of mixed-production processing. In a typical copper strip company, it mainly includes melting-casting plant and rolling plant. In melting-casting plant, pure cooper ingot and specific small amounts of elements are melted into specific cooper alloy and then casted into alloy ingots. The manufacturing model of this part is flow-processing. The processes in rolling plant are more than in melting-casting plant. It mainly includes hot rolling, two-side milling, bloom rolling, side cutting, annealing, and finished rolling, as seen in Figure 1 [1] . Processes before bloom rolling for different products are the same, so the ingots are processed as a whole. On bloom rolling mill, copper ingots will be rolled to thin coils, thicknesses of which are only 7-15 millimeters. After that, different products may have different technological processes, so the ingots may be cut into different coils according to the orders and then processed as their own technological processes. Manufacturing model on some processes such as heating, annealing, and washing are flow-processing and the rest are discrete processing.
As the first process, melting-casting is important to the whole production. The producing sequence of melting-casting determines the work in process and its processing sequence in rolling part in a large degree. Usually, the copper alloy enterprises calculate the casting dates according to delivery dates and experiential processing cycle after receiving orders. Then, the ingots demanding plan is determined by grouping these orders while considering their alloy kinds, harnesses, technological processes, and casting dates [2] . Different from steel industry, orders of copper alloy strip enterprises are always in small amount, sudden, and with different alloy kinds. As a result, how to optimize the scheduling of melting-casting is very important to the copper alloy strip production. This is what we focus on in this paper.
In the melting-casting process, pure cooper ingots are melted in the smelting furnace. And then, one or more specific small amounts of elements, such as beryllium, silicon, nickel, tin, zinc, chromium, and silver, are added into the molten copper. If the ingredient matches the requirements of the specific cooper alloy kind, the molten cooper alloy is poured into heat holding furnace and finally poured into casting mold from heat holding furnace to form alloy ingots. What should be mentioned is that smelting furnaces used in copper alloy enterprises are mostly electric induction furnaces (the schematic diagram of electric induction furnaces are shown in Figure 2 ) [3] . When pouring molten cooper alloy liquid into heat holding furnace, not all the liquid is poured. Leaving part of the liquid (usually quarter to one-third) in the smelting furnace is needed, which is called "remaining melt. " The remaining melt can make the next melting process faster and protect the wall of the furnace. As the main constituents and impurity elements of different alloy kinds are different from each other (maybe differ by several to dozens of times for different alloy kinds), and restrictions for impurity element are strict, melting for different alloy kinds may not be changed directly. If we change the production from an alloy kind with high content of specific impurity element to another alloy kind with lower content of the same impurity element, this requires the addition of pure copper to dilute the remaining melt in order to make the impurity element in accord with the standard. This process is called "diluting remaining melt. " The copper melt for diluting cannot produce useful ingot. It will be casted to scrapped ingots using a special vessel. Diluting remaining melt frequently will waste large amount of electric energy and occupy cooper material extremely. And it will prolong the producing period. We should void it as much as possible.
When we make the melting scheduling, we should produce the products not late but also not too early to ensure delivery on time and avoid the backlog of inventory. However, we should also consider economic lot size to guarantee the smoothness of production. At the same time, it could reduce the times of diluting remaining melt and shorten total production cycle. In general, these two objectives are conflicting with each other. The economic lot size principle demands that orders with the same alloy kind are melted and casted in centralized periods, and orders with different alloy kinds are melted in the sequence of content of impurity element increasing gradually. However, this principle could lead to the delay in delivery for parts of orders.
Currently, researches of production scheduling for metallurgy industry mainly focus on steel industry [4] [5] [6] [7] . Compared with steel industry, processes of copper alloy strip producing industry are more complex, and the batch of orders and work in process are smaller. All these conditions make the scheduling optimization of copper alloy production more difficult. As a result, there is few related researches in this area. In this paper, we build the model of scheduling optimization of melting-casting process in copper alloy strip production, which considered minimizing both total completion time (makespan) and total weighted earliness and tardiness penalties. And a new algorithm, which we called Multiobjective Artificial Bee Colony/Decomposition (MOABC/D), is employed to solve the model.
Multiobjective Model of Scheduling Optimization of Cooper Melting-Casting
The optimization problem for cooper alloy melting-casting scheduling can be seen as a specific single-machine scheduling model. jobs will be processed on one machine, and the goal is finding a process sequence to optimize some Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society 3 production target [8] . The difference and specificity lies in the following:
(1) Melting process belongs to flow-processing. The process time for an order depends on the lot size of the order.
(2) Because diluting remaining melt for melting different alloy kinds may be needed, the preparation time of each melting task is not independent. It is related to the previous task in the scheduling sequence.
(3) There is no penalty for earliness in many scheduling models. However, to avoid delay of delivery and backlog of inventory, we will set penalties both if the products are completed late or completed too early to the delivery date.
It has been mentioned above that the orders will be preprocessed after being received. Schedulers will calculate the casting dates for each order and group them to form the ingots demanding plan. Without loss of generality, we suppose that the orders below are all preprocessed and given in the format of ingots demanding plan. In other words, each order will contain the information of alloy kind, quantity of ingots demanded, and estimated melting date. Delivery on time is guaranteed by melting on time.
Based on the descriptions above, we build the model of the melting-casting scheduling problem. For a scheduling instance with orders, we suppose there is a scheduling solution = ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ); represents the sequence number of these orders; then the completion time of each order and total completion time (makespan) are as follows:
(1) ( ) is the completion time for order and max ( ) is the makespan. ( ) represents the process time for order .
( −1 , ) is the potential time for diluting remaining melt from producing order −1 to order . It is determined by the alloy kinds of the two orders. The weighted earliness and tardiness penalties for each order and total penalties for solution are
where ( ) is the theoretical melting date for order and ( ) is penalty coefficient. It has to be mentioned that both tardiness and earliness of completion will be penalized and calculated in ( ).
According to the analysis above, we focus mainly on delivery on time and reducing the times of diluting remaining melt. So we set two objectives in our model: minimizing the total earliness and tardiness penalties and minimizing the makespan. Consider Multiobjective optimization is a kind of problems that people encountered frequently whether in theoretical research or in practical application [9] [10] [11] . It can be stated as finding a solution which minimizes the objective function ( ) with conflicting objects, as seen in
where ∈ , solution is decision vector, and is the decision space. = ( 1 ( ), 2 ( ), . . . , ( )) ∈ and is the objective space. Unlike single-objective optimization, solutions of multiobjective problems are in such a way that the performance of each objective cannot be improved without sacrificing performance of at least another one. Hence, the solution to a multiobjective optimization (MOO) problem exists in the form of an alternate tradeoff known as Pareto set. The Pareto set is defined based on Pareto dominance. Let 1 and 2 be two decision vectors in solution space ;
2 ) for all = 1, . . . , , and 1 ̸ = 2 . A solution * ∈ is called Pareto optimal if there is no ∈ such that ( ) ≺ ( * ). The set of all Pareto optimal is called the Pareto set, denoted by PS. The set of all Pareto objective vectors, PF = { ∈ | = ( ), ∈ PS}, is called the Pareto front of the multiobjective problem [12] .
In the last decades, scholars proposed many approaches to solve it. At first, researchers use method of weighting, analytic hierarchy process, and so on to transform the multiobjective problems to single-objective problems [13, 14] . These methods are simple and convenient. However, the weights and values are always determined by subjective experiences and lack of scientific basis. After that, various algorithms which are based on multiobjective decision theory are proposed. The first generation of multiobjective algorithms mostly adopts the rules of Pareto dominant and fitness assignment, such as Multiobjective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) [15] and Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA) [16] . The characteristic of second generation of multiobjective algorithms is employing elitist individual preserving strategy, such as Pareto Envelope-Based Selection Algorithm (PESA) [17] , Microgenetic Algorithm (Micro-GA) [18] , and NSGA-II (the improved version of NSGA) [19] . NSGA-II algorithm is widely used in many engineering fields due to its well performance.
In 2006, professor Zhang of Essex proposed Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithm/Decomposition (MOEA/D) 4 Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society [20] . Different from the algorithms mentioned above, MOEA/D uses the idea of decomposition. It transforms the multiobjective problem to several single-objective subproblems using a series of weight groups. The Pareto set of the original multiobjective problem is obtained by updating optimal solution of each subproblem. The computation complexity of MOEA/D algorithms is lower than in algorithms mentioned above as it does not need to consider fitness assignment and crowding distances. Experiments on benchmark functions show that MOEA/D is superior to NSGA-II both on the convergence and uniformity of distribution of their Pareto fronts [20] .
As a result, we set out to use the idea of MOEA/D algorithm to solve our multiobjective problem. However, meltingcasting scheduling optimization is a kind of discrete problem. It has its own characteristics and is different from the test benchmark functions used in most studies. To apply the MOEA/D algorithm on melting-casting scheduling optimization, we need to add some extra methods to adapt it to the practical problem. Besides, studies on scheduling optimization indicate that neighborhood search is important for scheduling optimization [21] , which provides us with inspiration. Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) is a novel swarm intelligence algorithm proposed by Karaboga and Basturk recently [22] . In this algorithm, employed bees and onlooker bees use the idea of neighborhood search to find best nectar source. ABC algorithm is proved to perform well on many optimization instances [23, 24] . In this paper, we combined the framework of MOEA/D and the neighborhood search of ABC and proposed a new approach, which is named MOABC/D. With the idea of decomposition and the optimization ability of ABC, we hope that the MOABC/D algorithm has well performance on solving the melting-casting scheduling multiobjective problem.
MOABC/D Algorithm.
The framework and steps of MOABC/D are similar to these of MOEA/D. The difference is that neighborhood search was introduced in the new individual producing process. The flowchart of MOABC/D is shown in Figure 3 .
Firstly, we generate several groups of weights to decompose the original multiobjective problem into same amount of single-objective subproblems. The weight groups are corresponding with the subproblems one-to-one. The population size of the algorithm is equal to the amount of subproblems too. The th individual in the population corresponds with a solution of the th subproblem. Each subproblem has several neighbor subproblems. This is determined by the Euclidean distance of the weights which they corresponded. The th subproblems whose weights are nearest to the current subproblem's weight become its neighbors. is a predetermined parameter which is larger than one. So a subproblem will be in its own neighbors set, too. By the decomposition method, we transform obtaining the Pareto set of the multiobjective problem to obtaining the optimal solutions of these subproblems. The fitness of a solution of a subproblem is evaluated by the decomposed distance, which is determined by the weights and distance of the solution to ideal point. The ideal point is the set of optimal values on each objective. In practical problems, the ideal points are mostly unknown. We could use the optimal values we have found in running processes instead. In the iteration, for each individual, we will choose another individual in its neighborhood and use the neighbor search strategy of ABC to produce a new individual. The values on each objective of the new individual are calculated to check if the ideal point needs to be updated. Then, we will try to use the new individual instead of the current solution of the neighbor to see whether the decomposed distance ( | , ) will reduce. If the decomposed distance reduces, the solution of the neighbor in the population will be replaced by the new individual. The external archive will be updated too. A parameter is used to control the maximum times of trial in order to keep the diversity and escape from premature. The value of equals one-tenth to one-fifth of the amount of neighbors. During the iterations, solutions for each subproblem are updated and improved gradually. And the final external archive composes the Pareto set of the multiobjective problem.
Decomposition is an important feature of MOABC/D and MOEA/D and is also the key to these algorithms. There are several decomposition approaches for converting the problem of approximation of the Pareto front into a number of scalar optimization, such as weighted sum approach, Tchebycheff approach, and boundary intersection approach [25] . In this paper, we use the Tchebycheff approach. The objective of the subproblems is min te ( | ,
where is the weight, is the amount of objectives, * is the ideal point, and * = { * 1 , * 2 , . . . , * } , where * is the optimal value on the th dimension.
MOABC/D for Melting-Casting Scheduling

Individual Encoding in MOABC/D.
The original MOEA/D and ABC algorithms are designed for continuous optimization problems. As the scheduling optimization is discrete optimization problem, we need to redefine the individual encoding rule to make the algorithms adapt with the problem.
As we have mentioned above, the melting-casting scheduling of copper strip producing can be seen as a single-machine scheduling problem. So the solution is a sequence of the orders. For a problem with orders, the solution could be represented by a vector with dimensions. There are two typical encoding methods for scheduling problems currently: direct encoding and indirect encoding [26] .
With direct encoding method, the individual is represented by a vector with nonoverlapping sequence of integers composed by 1, 2, 3, . . . to . Value on each dimension represented the number of order directly. With indirect encoding method, the individual is represented by an arbitrary vector whose dimension is equal to the amount of the orders. And then the vector is mapped into the solution of the problem according to rules such as ranked-order-value (ROV) [27] . In Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society this paper, we used the direct encoding method. The value on each dimension respects the number of order directly.
New Individual Producing Rules.
As the direct encoding method is used, we need to set some rules in the new individual producing process to guarantee that the individuals are always feasible solutions. In MOABC/D, we set three rules. In the new individual producing process, the three rules are employed with equal probabilities to keep the diversity. 
Select the Best from Pareto Set Based on Fuzzy Set Theory.
Multiobjective decision based on Pareto dominance theory believes that there is no superiority between two Pareto 6 Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society solutions. It could not tell which one is better. However, for practical problems, decision makers have their preferences. For different solutions in Pareto set, they may prefer some solutions than the others. In addition, too many Pareto solutions will reduce the efficiency of decision makers.
Based on the studies of decision makers and their decision-making mechanism, fuzzy set theory makes two hypotheses [28] :
(1) The fuzzy objective can be quantized to membership function by interacting with decision makers.
(2) Membership function is connotative to the decision makers. That is, the decision makers cannot give the exact form of the membership function. But he/she can provide their preference. In addition, the membership function is continuous and increasing.
In our melting-casting scheduling problem, the schedulers must choose one scheduling solution to execute finally. Therefore, only obtaining the Pareto set is not enough. We need to provide the schedulers with the priority of these solutions to help them choose the best ones. Based on investigation to schedulers and their demands, we make two hypotheses to the preference of the schedulers in this problem:
(1) The final solution chosen should balance the two objectives. Solutions which only minimize the makespan or total penalties but perform badly on another objective will not be considered as good choices.
(2) The smaller its distance to the combination of minimum value on each objective (ideal point), the better the solution.
Based on the fuzzy set theory and hypotheses mentioned above, we employed a method to calculate the priority of the solutions in final Pareto set, which can help the schedulers to make their decision.
In the method, we define membership function as the relative fitness for the th Pareto solution on the th dimension. And the total relative fitness for the th Pareto solution is represented by normalized membership function [29] , as seen in
In (5), min and max are the minimum and maximum values on the th objective, respectively.
is the amount of objectives. is the amount of solutions in the Pareto set. The larger the value of is, the smaller the weighted relative distance of the solution to the ideal point is. In other words, the solution with larger value could harmonize each objective A1  A2  A3  A4  A5  A6  A7  A8  A 1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  A2  1  0  0  0  0  1  0  0  A 3  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  A4  ---0  --3  3  A5  2  1  0  0  0  1  0  0  A 6  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  A7  ---0  3  -0  1  A8  -3  3  0  2  -0  0 better and be more favored by the decision makers under the decision preference mentioned above. By sorting the value of , we can obtain the priority of the Pareto solutions under the preference.
Comparison and Discussion of the Results on Testing Instances
In this part, we will test our algorithm on several instances simulated according to practical production in a copper alloy enterprise in Luoyang, China. This enterprise is a leading enterprise in China and also well-known in the whole world in copper alloy industry. Recently, the enterprise launched a cooper alloy strip production line with an annual rate of 10,000,000 kg. The products include oxygen-free copper and IC Frame. On oxygen-free copper furnace, melting is simple as it only melts pure cooper and need not diluting remaining melt. In this paper, we are concerned with the melting-casting scheduling on IC frame furnace only. The capacity of the IC frame furnace is about 3,600,000 kg per month. The weight of each ingot is 10,000 kg. That is, it can cast 360 ingots per month. Each ingot costs about two hours to melt and cast. On the IC frame furnace, it mainly produces eight kinds of cooper alloy: C10200, LC1100, LCF10, QFe2.5, T2, T2D, TFe0.1, and TP2. The eight alloy kinds are marked as A1-A8, respectively, in Table 1 . The times of "diluting remaining melt" needed when alloy kind changed is listed in Table 1 [1] .
In Table 1 , the first column represents the alloy kind produced before. The first row represents the alloy kind which we want to produce next. The value in the center cells represents the information of diluting remaining melt when the production changed between two alloy kinds. "0" means that the production from the previous alloy kind to the next can be changed directly, and there is no need to diluting remaining melt. "-" means that the content limits of impurity element of the two alloy kinds are too much different. It needs too many times of diluting to make the components meet the requirements. So we cannot change from the previous alloy kind to the targeted alloy kind due to the cost. Other values such as 1, 2, and 3 represent the times needed of diluting remaining melt for changing the alloy kinds. Similar to regular melting-casting, each process of diluting remaining melt costs about two hours too.
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In our testing, we simulated three kinds of order data for a month according to the practical demand as follows:
(1) 20 orders: alloy kinds are selected randomly within A1-A8, quantity of ingots demanded are distributed evenly between [1, 30] , and estimated melting dates are distributed evenly between [1, 30] (2) 30 orders: alloy kinds are selected randomly within A1-A8, quantity of ingots demanded are distributed evenly between [1, 20] , and estimated melting dates are distributed evenly between [1, 30] (3) 40 orders: alloy kinds are selected randomly within A1-A8, quantity of ingots demanded are distributed evenly between [1, 18] , and estimated melting dates are distributed evenly between [1, 30] .
The main difference of the three groups of orders is that their quantity of orders and the average quantity of ingots demanded for each order in three groups are different.
The processing time for each order equals the quantity of ingots demanded divided by the process time for each ingot. Time for diluting remaining melt for each order equals times of diluting needed multiplied by process time for each diluting. As mentioned above, process time for each ingot and process time for each diluting are both two hours. For two orders which cannot be changed directly, we set the times of diluting needed to be 1000 and use the rigorous penalty to eliminate those solutions.
The penalty coefficient ( ) is a piecewise function which related to the tardiness, as seen in
= ( ) − ( ) is the tardiness for the th order. If the completed time is earlier than the estimated melting date, it would be a negative number, which also means earliness. The setting is based on the following consideration: if the order is completed a little earlier, there is no penalty. If it is completed much earlier than the estimated melting date, we set lesser penalty due to the inventory cost. If the order is delayed, we will set greater penalty according to the tardiness time.
We generated 6 instances for each of the three kinds of order data mentioned above and tested the MOABC/D, MOEA/D, and NSGA-II algorithms on these instances. In MOEA/D and NSGA-II, SWAP and INSERT methods are used to insure that the solutions are feasible. And neighborhood search introduced from ABC mentioned above is only employed in MOABC/D. Parameters are set as follows: in all three algorithms, population size = 50. The termination criterion is evaluation count of functions reaching 50000 times. In MOABC/D and MOEA/D, amount of neighbors = 10 and maximum update times = 2. In NSGA-II, crossover probability = 0.9. All algorithms are coded in MATLAB and run in MATLAB 2010b. Computer configurations are as follows: CUP: Intel Core i3-2350M, 2.30 GHz, 2.29 GHz, RAM: 1.90 GB. The Pareto fronts obtained by the three algorithms on these instances are shown in Figure 4 . Units of total penalties and makespan are both day (some solutions are repeated and overlapped in these figures, so the amount of points shown for each algorithm is less than the population size). The comparison data between three Pareto sets are shown in Table 2 . As a matter of convenience, we called the Pareto sets obtained by MOABC/D, MOEA/D, and NSGA-II Pareto-set1, Paretoset2, and Pareto-set3, respectively. In Table 2 , DomRatio 12 represents the ratio between the numbers of solutions in Pareto-set1 dominated by Pareto-set2 and the total number of solutions in Pareto-set1 itself. DomRatio 21 represents the ratio between the numbers of solutions in Pareto-set2 dominated by Pareto-set1 and the total number of solutions in Pareto-set2 itself. Similarly, DomRatio 13 and DomRatio 31 represent the dominating ratio between Pareto sets obtained by MOABC/D and NSGA-II. As we are concerned mainly with the performance of MOABC/D compared with the other two algorithms, comparisons between MOEA/D and NSGA-II are ignored. Max( 1 ), Max( 2 ), and Max( 3 ) are the maximum value of for solutions in Pareto-set1, Pareto-set2, and Pareto-set3, which correspond to the best solutions in each Pareto set according to the fuzzy set method mentioned in Section 4.3. In the process of selecting the best, we combined the three Pareto sets to calculate the value. The better or best ones in each comparison in Table 2 are marked as bold. The solutions with maximum values are also marked using symbol "◻. "
As seen in Table 2 , DomRatio 12 and DomRatio 13 are much smaller than DomRatio 21 and DomRatio 31 on most instances, which means that Pareto set obtained by MOABC/D outperforms that of the other two algorithms on these instances to some degree. Results shown in Figure 4 It has to be mentioned that the domination situation and the priority of maximum value of for the Pareto sets are not completely the same. Such as on instance 20-4, several solutions obtained by the three algorithms are the same and overlapped in Figure 4 (d). On this instance, there is one solution obtained by MOABC/D dominated by that of MOEA/D (on the solutions whose makespan equals 28.25, the total penalties of the solution obtained by MOABC/D is a little larger than the other algorithms). However, Max( 1 ) is bigger than Max( 2 ) and Max( 3 ), which indicates that the best solution obtained by MOABC/D (selected by fuzzy set method) is better than the other two algorithms. On instance 40-3, about half of solutions obtained by MOABC/D are dominated by that of MOEA/D. However, these solutions are concentrated on the side of minimizing the makespan. In the area of balancing the two objectives, MOABC/D performed better and Max( 1 ) is much bigger than Max( 2 ) and Max( 3 ) on this instance finally, which can be seen in Figure 4 (o). On instance 20-6, MOABC/D performed better than NSGA-II on domination situation, which can be seen both from the domination situation in Table 2 and Figure 4(f) . However, the best solution selected is a little worse than NSGA-II under the fuzzy set evaluation preference. The situation on instance 40-5 is similar to that on instance 20-6. MOABC/D performed better than MOEA/D on domination situation but a little worse on the best solution selected. On other 14 instances, MOABC/D performed better than the other two algorithms both on the distributions of the nondominated solutions and the priority in the optimal selection results.
On different instances, total weighted earliness and tardiness penalties are distributed from (0, 20) to (0, 120) as the constraints of these instances are different. Makespans for different instances are similar. The difference between maximum value and minimum value of makespan on most instances is nearly 1.8 days. As the production time for each order is clear, the differences of makespan for different solutions are caused by diluting remaining melt. 1.8 days mean that the difference between solutions with maximum makespan and minimum makespan is about 22 times of diluting remaining melt. For each time of diluting remaining melt, it costs about 10,000 kg copper and energy 6000 kilowatthours. Considering the price of commercial power in China, reducing one time of diluting remaining melt could save the direct cost by about 4000 yuan. At the meantime, the value of 10,000 kg electrolytic copper is about 400,000 yuan. Diluting remaining melt will occupy the electrolytic copper and cause metal loss in melting and cutting process, which is also a lot of cost. Choosing appropriate scheduling scheme could reduce diluting remaining melt on the premise of delivery on time to a certain degree and save much cost for enterprises.
Order data of instance 20-1 are listed in Table 3 . The five solutions with largest values obtained by MOABC/D on instance 20-1 are also listed in Table 4 .
Conclusions
Melting-casting is the first process in copper alloy strip industry and is also the process where energy consumption is the largest. The melting sequence and quality will influence the succedent process directly. In this paper, we studied
